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The SSC is primarily designed to explore the physics of the
1 TeV mass scale. Since new heavy particles will decay either into
other new particles or into the quanta of the standard model, the
main goal of SSC experiments will be to identify and to r leasure
these quanta well. Progress in simulating events and in unde rstand-
ing the signatures and backgrounds for standard-model physics is
described.

Introduct ion ;

The SSC is & proposed new pp or pp collider operating at a center-of-mass
energy ^/a = 40 TeV and at a luminosity L = 1033cm~2«ec~1, While such a
machine could study a wide range of physics, the principle motivation for it is to
search for new v&rticles or other new phenomena at the 1 TeV mass scale. The
standard model based on the gauge group SU(3)xSU(3)xU{l) has been extremely
successful in describing all existing data. Nevertheless, it is widely believed that
there must be some new physics beyond the standard model at a mass scale less
than about 1 TeV. This mass scale cannot be studied at any existing accelerator.

If there is neither a standard Higgs boson or any other new physics below
about 1 TeV, then the scattering of longitudinally polarized W bosons will violate
unitarity in perturbation theory, giving rise to strong WW interactions and hence
to new phenomena.1 If a standard Higgs does exist with a mass mji < 1 TeV, then
the standard model could be correct up to very high masses, perhaps even t& the
Planck scale. However, since the standard model contains 19 arbitrary parameters
for three generations of quarks and leptons, it does not seem to be an acceptable
fundamental theory. This large number of parameters arises primarily because of
the fundamental Higgs scalars, whose couplings are not restricted by a gauge prin-
ciple. It is generally expected that there exists some physics beyond the standard
model which determines at least some of these parameters, and the reasonable
guess for its mass scale M is the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking,

M ~ l / v y Gj«300GeV. \ (i)

In the absence of a numerical accident radiative corrections will naturally give



M. It therefore seems likely that M cannot be much larger than 1 TeV;
this is certainly true in the models which have been proposed.

It is perhaps remarkable that while there is no clear idea what the new physics
might be, the standard model can be used to calculate cross sections and to de-
scribe signatures for any particular case. This is true because the standard model
is a gauge theory, so that the charge, color, and weak isospin of a particle de-
termine its couplings to the quanta of the standard model, and because QCD is
asymptotically free, so that perturbation theory can be used to describe strong
interactions at large mans scales. The cross section for two partons t and j from
two incoming hadrons to make a particle or a system of particles of mass M has
in perturbative QCD the form

a = j dxidxj j^fi{*u M'Mx^M'MxiXj - M2/*) (2)

where C is determined by the model and /,- and fj are the QCD improved structure
functions. Cross sections for heavy particles are intrinsically small because of the
l/M2 factor, and there is a tradeoff2 between higher energy (which gives smaller
Xi and Xj and hence larger cross sections) and higher luminosity (which allows
smaller cross sections to be observable). The most complete calculations of such
cross section are those by Eichten, Hinchliffe, Lane, and Quigg.3 For al! the models
which they consider they find that the design parameters of the SSC yield an
adequate number of events for masses up to at least 1 TeV.

It is not sufficient to produce a new particle; it is also necessary to detect it.
There must be a possible trigger, an observable signature, and a way to separate
the signature from backgrounds. The standard model can also be used to address
these questions. Within the general framework of the standard model there are
only a limited number of possible signatures for a new heavy particle:

It can be stable, and
visible in the detector, or
invisible, giving a missing energy signal.

It can be unstable, decaying into
another new particle, or
quanta of the standard model, that is

quarks or gluons, which give jets,
charged leptons,
neutrinos,
photons,
W±, Z°, or possibly H.

However, detectors observe not quarks and gluons but the jets of hadrons produced
by them. The formation of jets involves nonperturbative aspects of QCD, which
must at present be described by models. Following the pioneering work of Field
and Feynman4 a number of Monte Carlo computer programs have been developed
which combine perturbative QCD and nonperturbative models for jet formation



to simulate complete events, and these have bee i used to study how to detect the
possible signatures at the SSC.

Previously, it has been known how to detect jets, leptons, isolated photons, and
missing transverse momentum, at least in principle. At this Workshop significant
progress has been made on the question of separating H -* W±W* from the much
larger background of W±+QCD jets. The major remaining problem for high-mass
physics is that of identifying the flavors of quark jets, particularly heavy quark jets.

There are at least three reasons why it is important to address such questions
now, even though construction of the SSC has not yet begun. First, a scientific
justification of the SSC requires a demonstration to the extent possible that signa-
tures for interesting new physics can be observed. This has been given in many but
not in all cases. Second, the time required for developing new detector technolo-
gies and incorporating them into large detector systems is very long. Guidance
towards the most profitable directions in detector R&D should be useful. Third,
while the current design of the SSC appears to be reasonable, it is possible that
some changes are required to detect certain signatures. Such changes ought to be
made now.

Simulat ion of Hadronic React ions

Perturbative QCD provides a very good description of all availaMe data on
hard interactions, those with momentum transfers large compared K 1 GeV, But
perturbative QCD describes quarks and gluons, not the observed hadrons. The
hadrons are presumed to be formed from the scattered quarks or gluons and from
the remnants of the incoming hadrons by nonperturbative processes in QCD char-
acterized by small momentum transfers. Thus the events should contain jets of
hadrons with limited pr relative to the direction of each quark or gluon and low-
PT beam jets from the spectators. The perturbative aspects of the problem are
relatively well understood, although perturbative QCD does have subtle features
which are not correctly incorporated in existing programs. The fragmentation of
quarks and gluons into hadrons involves the physics of confinement and is not un-
derstood in any fundamental sense, but the factorization theorems in perturbative
QCD imply that this fragmentation is universal, so that data from e+e~ reactions
can be used to fix the models. Beam jets are poorly understood, and the models
for them are primarily phenomenological.

It is convenient to introduce a parameter tc which both separates the perturba-
tive from the nonperturbative regions of Q2 and provides a cutoff for the infrared
and collinear singularities of perturbation theory. The value ofte determines what
sort of model can be used for jet fragmentation. If fc is of order 10 GeV2 or
greater, then the fragmentation model must explicitly incorporate seeling in the
longitudinal momentum fraction z, limited transverse momentum, and the ratios
of particle types. This is what is done in the independent fragmentation models4

and (in a somewhat more sophisticated way) in the Lund string model.s But if



tc is of order 1 GeV3, then the masses of the color neutral clusters are small and
a very trivial hadronization schema such as two-body phase space can be used.6

Presumably this is successful because the hadronization process is local in phase
space and preserves much of the structure from perturbation theory.

If te is relatively large, then at moderate Q2 there will be only a small number
of par tons, so it is feasible to use the exact ra-body QCD cross sections. How-
ever, the average number n of parton* above te grows faster than any power of
ln<33, and while these partons will usually cluster into a small number of Jets,
they will lead to an average transverse momentum with respect to the jet axis of
order at[Q

2)Q2 and to a larger hadronic multiplicity. Hence by SSC energies it is
essential to use an approximation scheme which can handle arbitrary n. Fox and
Wolfram4 realized that this can be achieved by keeping in the QCD cross sections
only the singular terms which dominate for collinear partons but using exact, non-
collinear kinematics. This scheme, which is called the branching approximation,
incorporates the essential physics from higher order QCD corrections:

• Leading-log QCD scaling violations in Jet fragmentation and in structure
functions. The Altarelli-Parisi equations7 sum just those singular terms
using collinear kinematics and strong mass ordering.

• Leading-log jet shapes. Since a jet mass is typically M2 ~ a,(Q2)Q2 <LQ2,
the terms which are singular in the collinear region dominate.

• Approximate three-jet cross sections. The branching approximation con-
tains the correct powers of a, and of the masses, it must agree with the
exact three-jet cross section at the edges of phase space, and it in fact
agrees within a factor of about two over all of phase space.*

Implementation of the branching approximation is technically feasible because it
depends only on cross sections or probabilities, the natural thing for a Monte Carlo
algorithm.

Three programs, COJETS,9 ISAJET,10 and PYTHIA,11 are available for gen-
eral use to simulate hadronic reactions. All three incorporate perturbative QCD
cross sections, higher ord^r QCD corrections in the branching approximation, and
hadronization of jets and beam jets. A number of other programs have been
written which contain interesting features but which are either less complete or
not generally available. Marchesini and Webber12 have done the most careful
treatment of coherent effects in the QCD radiative corrections. Gottschalk13 has
investigated the problem of correcting the branching approximation so as to ob-
tain the correct cross sections for three jets and other processes over all of phase
space. Field, et al.,14 first studied the branching approximation for the initial
state. AH, et at.,15 have incorporated the exact three-jet cross sections, although
their approach does not allow the generation of higher order QCD corrections and
so is not suitable for SSC energies.

Primary Hard Scattering: The first task in the simulation of an event is to gen-
erate the primary hard scattering, generally a two-body process. If the transverse



momenta of the initial partons are noglected, then the hadron-hadron cross sec-
tion is a function of three variables plus a trivial azimuthal angle <t>. The choice of
variables should include those for which the cross section varies rapidly. For QCD
jets a convenient (but not unique) choice is the common pj. of the two jets and
the jet rapidities yi and y%. Then the cross section is given by the Q CD-improved
parton model:

M

where •», i, and u are the usual invariants for the two-body parton subprocess,
Q2 is a momentum transfer scale of order 3, dajdt is the parton cross section
calculated in QCD perturbation theory, and fi[xi,Q2) are the structure functions
incorporating QCD scaling violations. Generally an analytic parameterization for
the structure functions is used. Then it is straightforward to select j>|>, 3/1, and
y2 according to this formula, although some care must be exercised to handle the
rapid variation with p|> efficiently.

COJETS, ISAJET, and PYTHIA all incorporate the cross sections for QCD
jets including heavy quarks and for Vrr± and Z° production. PYTHIA contains
essentially all of the possible two-body processes in the standard model. ISAJET
contains only a subset of these processes but it includes the correct decay matrix
elements for the W-bosons in W + jet events and in £g -+ WW. ISAJET also
contains the cross sections for pairs of supersymmetric particles in the simplest
supersymmetric extension of the standard model. With a little imagination it is
possible to generate other processes; for example, leptoquarks can be generated
like scalar quarks.

It is actually not necessary to start with the QCD improved parton model.
Instead, one can start with the cross sections calculated with scaling structure
functions and reweight them using a product of weights obtained from the initial-
state QCD radiation.14 This is equivalent to leading order in inQ2, and while it
seems somewhat less convenient, it does allow one to study kinematic and other
corrections to the leading-log QCD evolution.

Final State QCD Corrections: QCD radiative corrections are generated using
the branching approximation, keeping the terms in the cross section which are
singular in collinear limit and using exact, noncollinear kinematics. The collinear
limit distinguishes between initial and final state partons, and while the ideas
are similar the algorithms are sufficiently different that they will be discussed
separately.

COJETS, ISAJET, and PYTHIA ait handle final state radiation in essentially
the same way. Consider the radiation of one extra gluon from an external quark
line in an arbitrary process:



Because of the collinear singularities of QCD perturbation theory, this cross section
becomes infinite when JJ* —* 0, i.e. when p1 and?" become collinear. The dominant
piece of the cross section a with the extra gluon is given by the cross scc+;on <70

without it times a simple factor,7

where P(z) is an Altarelli-Parisi function,

and z is the fraction of the momentum p carried by the quark,

The various forms for z are equivalent for collinear radiation but give different
results when continued to large angles. Eq. (5} with different functions P(z) also
holds for QCD radiation from a gluon, g-* gg and g —• %q.

Consider for simplicity only the radiation of n gluons from a quarlc; the general
case is essentially identical. Kinematics obviously forces the masses to be ordered,

Q*>p\>'">pl. (8)

In the leading-log approximation the hi Q2 factors arise from integrating over the
pf, so the dominant contribution actually comes from the region of strongly ordered
masses, pj > p}+1. Then Eq. (5) can be applied for each gluon separately, giving

The simple factorized form of Eq. (9) implies that the probability of radiating
each additional gluon depends on the remaining mass of the quarlc line but not on
the previous emissions. Thus the gluon emission can be treated by Monte Carlo
methods, making the branching approximation feasible.0

Eq. (9) contains both collinear singularities, the explicit 1/p*, and infrared
singularities, the 1/(1 — z,) in the Pfe). The infrared singularites cancel in the
usual way with those from the virtual graphs; this can be implemented simply by
treating P{z) as a distribution containing a 6{l — z) term such that its integral is
zero. The collinear singularities are needed to build up the QCD scaling violations
and do not cancel, but they are cut oS by the parameter te introduced earlier to
separate the perturbative and nonperturbative regions of Q*.

The physical idea underlying the branching approximation is that soft gluons
are to be summed up and included in the nonperturbative model for hadronization.



Thus what is needed is the probability n(fo»'i) to evolve from an initial mass t0

to a final mass ti emitting no gluons harder than the cutoff. It is calculated by
integrating Eq. (0) over the region of phase space in which all the gluons are below
the cutoff. This integral is trivial if the cutoff is taken to be not t > tc but rather
ze < z < 1 - zc. Then the t and z integrals separate, and the result is6

The probability for no emission above the cutoff is 1 — Tl[to,ic)t and 1 — Il{to,ti)
is the cumulative probability for the first resolvable branching to occur at ti. This
is used to generate t\\ then z\ is chosen according to P(zi), and the whole process
is iterated for the next branching. Given t\ and z\ generated with a z cutoff, it
is possible to use an iterative correction to implement the desired t cutoff. Thus
with the branching approximation the quantum mechanical problem of radiating
multiple gluons is reduced to a classical cascade process. This remains true when
g —* gg and g —• <[q are also included; it is simply necessary to follow both partons
generated by each branching.

The branching approximation correctly generates leading-log QCD scaling vi-
olations; that is, it correctly generates all powers of at(Q

2)lnQ2. These terms
arise from the region of phase space in which the masses are strongly ordered, and
in this region no problems arise. However, the masses generated axe not always
v 'rongly ordered, and then various ad hoc modifications axe needed to carry out the
algorithm. These do not modify the leading-log results, but they will complicate
any attempts to generate nonleading-log terms correctly.

While the branching approximation correctly sums all powers of at{Q ') In Q2,
which arise from independent radiation from each parton, it does not sum correctly
the powers of a,{Q2) ln{l/z), and these are comparable for the multiplicity. This
is because the multiplicity is dominated by very soft gluons which are not radiated
independently but couple to the total color charge of the system. It is found from
QCD perturbation theory that to leading order in ln(l/x) the cancellation of the
radiation from different partons leads just to the ordering of emission angles,10

Bi>02 > • • • > * „ , (11)

as well as of ordering of the masses, Eq. (8). This gives a multiplicity which grows
asymptotically like17

compared with the leading-log result



Angle ordering has been implemented as an option in PYTHIA, and at this Work-
shop, results from PYTHIA at Q2 = (2 TeV)2 with and without angle ordering
were compared.18 The differences are surprisingly small, apparently because kine-
matic effects built into the Monte Carlo programs but not into the asymptotic
calculations greatly suppress the contributions of soft gluons. This issue clearly
requires more study.

Initial State QCD Corrections: The collinear singularities for QCD radiation
from initial-state par tons have the same factor Used form as in Eq. (5); the Altarelli-
Parisi equations for the structure functions sum up just these terms with collinear
kinematics and with strong ordering of the masses p2. The most natural approach
to initial state corrections, therefore, is to generate such a shower starting at
partons in the incoming hadrons with small spacelike p2 and evolving towards the
large Q2 of the hard scattering, in analogy with the final state case. This is the
approach taken by Field, et al.14 Unfortunately, it is very inefficient, essentially
because the showers rarely give the desired x and Q2 for the parton, so that most
of them must be discarded. GOJETS was the first program to handle initial state
radiative corrections efficiently. While it also uses a forward evolution algorithm,
it makes an elaborate pretabulation of showers so that it can efficiently select one
giving the desired parton.

An alternative approach which achieves reasonable efficiency without the need
for pretabulation is to evolve backwards from the hard scattering towards small p2

inside the initial hadrons. The AUarelli-Parisi equations are usually considered to
describe a forward evolution a —• oe from a smaller spacelike man to a larger one.
Sjostrand1* realized that they can also be used to calculate the probability that
parton b disappears during a backwards evolution from a larger spacelike mass (foil
to a smaller mass \t\\. The probability that parton b survives is given by19

This formula is quite similar to Eq. (10) for Jl[t0$tt) except for the ratio of struc-
ture functions in square brackets. Physically, thb ratio implies that a branching
can occur only if the structure function xfzfa[x/z,t) for the new initial parton a
is large enough that finding it in the incoming hadron is not improbable.

Both ISAJET and PYTHIA generate initial state showers based on Eq. (13).
From the standard Regge behavior of the structure functions as s —* 0 an upper
bound can be found for the ratio of structure functions. Values of t and z are
generated with the ratio replaced by its bound, and the ratio is then recovered by
rejecting improbable values. A mass for the radiated parton e is generated with
the final state evolution algorithm. Then it is possible to solve the kinematics
requiring that the two new incoming partons have zero transverse momentum.

This algorithm requires that the structure functions be known as functions of
both x and t; in practice, a simple analytic parameterization is required. Alter-
natively, Gottschalk18 has suggested not using the t dependence but calculating it



from a product of weights generated by the initial state evolution. This may prove
to be slightly less convenient because the primary hard scattering is not generated
according to the correct perturbative QCD cross section, but it does allow study
of kinematic and other corrections to the evolution equations.

Jet Fragmentation: After partons are generated according to QCD pertur-
bation theory they must be fragmented into hadrons, involving nonperturbative
physics at the confinement scale. It is therefore necessary to rely on models,
but the factorization of collinear singularities implies that the same fragmentation
mechanism should be operative in all processes, so the models can be constrained
by e+e~ data.

Both COJETS and ISAJET use independent fragmentation, essentially the
original model of Field and Feynman.4 As the name suggests, each parton is frag-
mented independently by a simple recursive algorithm. For a quark q a new
quark-antiquark pair tfq' is generated with transverse momenta iifcp. A meson
q<? is formed carrying a fraction z of the p+ = E + px chosen according to some
distribution f{z):

The process is then repeated for the new quark q' with (1 — z)p+. The algorithm
can be generalized to include baryon production and gluons. Independent frag-
mentation can correctly reproduce the most important nonperturbative features
of jets, including scaling in z, limited transverse momentum, and particle ratios,
but it has several obvious defects. Because it fragments a massless parton into a
massive set of hadrons, it cannot conserve both energy and momentum. It can-
not conserve flavor because the last quark g' is discarded. Finally, the model is
sensitive to the cutoff te because splitting a parton into two nearly collinear ones
increases the multiplicity.

While PYTHIA contains independent fragmentation as an option, it mainly
uses the Lund string model,5 which is motivated by the dynamics of a massless
relatavistic string with quarks at the ends. A gluon is identified as a kink in the
string, which represents the confining QCD field. Particle production occurs by
the string breaking through the production of a j V P»irj short lengths of string are
identified with hadrons. Thus, while the string model is totally classical, it embod-
ies several of the features expected for quantum mechanical confinement in QCD.
For a two-jet system the string model and the independent fragmentation model
are essentially equivalent for fast particles, but because the string model treats
the two jets simultaneously it conserves energy-momentum and flavor exactly. For
multijet systems the color structure of the perturbative QCD cross sections can
be decomposed into terms corresponding to strings in the limit Nc —• co. The
resulting event structure is less sensitive to the cutoff than with independent frag-
mentation: a soft gluon gives only a small kink in the string and so contributes
negligibly, while two collinear partons are connected by only a short string and so
behave like a single parton.



A third class of models6 extends the perturbative QCD evolution down to
very low masses, tc ~ lGeV. Then hadrons are produced from color neutral
clusters of partons with a simple model such as two-body phase space. This works
surprisingly well with very few parameters, presumably because hadronization is
local in phase space and preserves the perturbative structure.

Models of all types can describe most of the available data on e+e~ reactions
quite well. The most widely discussed difference among the models is in the
distribution of particles in three-jet events. The data20 show an enhancement
between the gluon jet and the quark ones and a depletion between the quark jets.
This is reproduced by the Lund string model and the coherent-branching cluster
model; it is not reproduced by other models lacking coherence among the jets.
In the string model, however, the effect arises from boosting particles which have
energies comparable to their masses or transverse momenta, so it is expected to be
negligible at SSC energies. At high energies the more important effect is probably
on the jet multiplicity. In independent fragmentation models splitting a parton
into two partons increases the multiplicity, even if the partons are nearly colUnear,
and nearly collinear partons must occur because the lower limit on parton masses
must be a constant. This does not occur in the Lund model. Probably none of the
models provide a reliable prediction for the multiplicity when extrapolated over a
large energy range, but the models with coherence seem less likely to be wrong.

Beam Jet*: Beam jets are the most poorly understood part of event simulation
for hadronic reactions. There is no known connection among various processes like
that provided by the factorization theorems for collinear singularities in perturba-
tive QCD. Furthermore, it seems likely that beam jets are closely connected with
unitarity of the 5-matrix, since initial-state rescattering corrections can modify
them, so they are as difficult to understand as the total cross section.

Both COJETS and ISAJET currently assume that the beam jets in hard scat-
tering events are identical with those in non-diffractive inelastic events. The exclu-
sion of diffraction seems natural since a hard interaction should violently disrupt
the incoming hadron, but otherwise this assumption is without any theoretical
justification. The minimum bias data31 are characterized by small transverse mo-
menta, (px) « .35 GeV, a rising plateau in rapidity,

~ : « « + 61a*, (IS)

approximate KNO scaling with large fluctuations in multiplicity,

and strong long-range correlations in rapidity. To reproduce these features CO-
JETS simply uses the experimental multiplicity distribution and phase space with
a transverse momentum cutoff. ISAJET uses a model baaed on Reggeon field



theory22 in which each event contains leading hadrons plus one or more cut
Pomerons. Each cut Pomeron is generated with an independent fragmentation
model and so has essentially Poisson multiplicity fluctuations and only short-range
rapidity correlations. The increase in dN/dy is put into the splitting function by
hand, but the rapidity fluctuations and long-range rapidity correlations emerge
naturally from the multiple cut Pomerons.

Since PYTHIA uses the Lund string model, it must treat the beam jets as
strings just like those in high-pr jets. The minimal string configuration agrees
fairly well with the data at low energies, but since the string model produces a
constant dN/dy and essentially Poisson multiplicity fluctuations, it disagrees badly
with the data at SppS energies. However, perturbative QCD predicts that because
of scaling violations, structure functions become large as * —* 0, so the cross sec-
tions for jets with px <Z \/* become comparable to the total cross section.33 Events
at high energies should therefore contain multiple hard interactions. PYTHIA gen-
erates a Poissoa-distributed number of extra jets with pr > Pr,min = 1-6 GeV with
a distribution proportional to the perturbative QCD cross section,

where crois a. normalization which measures the probability for some interaction.
This is the only feasible ansatz,24 although strictly speaking the cross section for
n jets depends on unknown n-parton structure functions and not on the usual
structure functions. But unlike the Lund model for e+e~ interactions, this model
is sensitive to the cutoff Pr,min-

Status: At the qualitative level the existing programs describe the existing
data fairly well. The absolute cross sections are from standard perturbative QCD,
which is well tested. In. particular, a careful calculation25 for W± —* e^v and the
SppS experiments26 at -/a — 630 GeV give respectively

vthtoir = A7t,'lt*b a n d ^xp. = -63±.05±.09nb (18)

The initial state QCD corrections in the branching approximation reproduce the
measured pr distribution of the W* quite well.10*19'27 The branching approxima-
tion for the final state approximately reproduces the measured shape cf the jets;
this cannot be done by omitting the QCD radiative corrections and modifying the
hadronization algorithm, even drastically.28

A more detailed izsi of the interplay between perturbative and nonperturbative
physics requires comparing the shape of jet events with the models over a range
of Pr.jet- The (JA1 Collaboration29 is currently studying the transverse energy
flow dErfdAy and the multiplicity flow dNei,/dAy vs. Ay = y — vjn for Pr.jtt =
10, 40, and 90 GeV. The very preliminary indicatiou is that the height of the beam
jet background under the jet changes very little with Pr.jet and is higher than that
in ISAJET 5.10. This is significant because the contribution to the beam jets



from initial-state QCD radiation should scale like Pr,j*u while the contribution
from nonperturbative spectator interactions should be roughly constant. Thus
the data indicate that the main contribution comes from nonperturbative physics.
This is consistent with lower energy hard scattering experiments, in which the
beam jets are also found to be higher than minimum bias data. Unfortunately, it
also means that present data will not test the treatment of perturbative QCD in
the initial state very well.

For SSC energies the increase of the perturbative contributions with Pr,j«t
should completely dominate the nonperturbative contributions. At least the trans-
verse energy flow dEr/dAy should be reliably calculable. The multiplicity flow
dN^/dAy is much more dependent on the hadronization mechanisms and so much
less reliable. In fact, it was found at this Workshop18 that the difference between
independent and string fragmentation for the multiplicity at Q2 = (2TeV)2 is
greater than that between the coherent and the incoherent versions of the branch-
ing approximation. Finally, perturbative QCD effects will become important in
the total cross section for the first time at SSC energies. The structure of QCD
perturbation theory for x —»• 0 is still being actively studied, and the implications
of the theoretical results are not yet understood. Despite these difficulties, the ex-
trapolation of QCD to SppS energies has been very successful, and there is reason
to hope that the present models are sufficiently good to study the signatures and
backgrounds for new physics at the SSC.

Detec tor S imulat ion

Event simulation must be combined with detector simulation and an analysis
algorithm to obtain useful results. For most physics questions it is probably suffi-
cient to generate Gaussian resolutions for each particle, and the resolutions given
here are intended only as rough guides for this propose. The energy resolution of
a good uranium calorimeter is approximately30

—j=r = ^-= + .01 for electromagnetic particles (19A)

- = - = -̂ 7= -f .01 for hadronic particles (106)
E ^/E

where the constant term reflects calibration and other systematic problems. The
angular resolution for hadronic showers is probably limited to30

= A<f> = . 04 . (20)

For a magnetic detector with a resolution Ax on the sagitta and a field B over a
track length- L the momentum resolution for high-momentum tracks is

fc = . 2 9 0 7 8 = ^ - ; (21)
Tesla*m * '



this gives Ap/p2 « .0003 GeV"1 for the parameters of a large Ait SSC detector.30

To discuss physics with any particular detector it is necessary to incorporate
simulation of tracking and of electromagnetic and hadronic showers in calorimeters.
Typically the transverse and longitudinal shapes of the showers are parameterized
in a simple way. Such programs are very complicated and axe typically 100 times
slower than the physics event generators. CDFSIM describes in considerable detail
the CDF magnetic detector; it is difficult for users to modify but a version is
available31 with parameters appropriate for SSC energies. D0SIM describes32 the
DO calorimeter and allows the user to modify the geometry easily.

For really detailed questions such as the effects of boundaries between calorime-
ter elements it is necessary to track individual particles through the calorimeters.
GEANT33 provides a framework for doing this, using a parameterization of data
for hadronic interactions. However, the interaction of high-energy particle with
nuclei is a complicated problem. Particle production is characterized by local in-
teractions in rapidity with small momentum transfers, so an observed hadron is
formed at a distance of order 1 fin in its co-moving rest frame, or 7 fm in the
laboratory frame. What exists inside of a nucleus is not hadrons but a highly
virtual state which would have produced them in free space; this state is not well
understood either theoretically or experimentally. A great deal of caution should
therefore be used when extrapolating empirical models for such interactions over
large energy ranges.

Standard M o d e l Signatures

New particles can decay only into other new particles or into the quanta of the
standard model. Hence the search for new particles at the SSC must rely on the
detection of signatures which axe already familiar:

• jets;
• charged leptons;
• missing energy;
• single photons;
• W± and Z° decaying into jets or leptons;
• jet flavor identification.

This list certainly does not include all possible interesting experiments at the SSC.
The study of rare decays of 6 mesons might uncover new physics at a mass scale
beyond that which can be probed directly. Measurements of the particles within
jets and of the properties of low-pr events may help to understand QCD and
certainly will be needed to test the models for signatures and backgrounds. But
the list probably does contain all of the tools available for the discovery of new
heavy states.

A great deal of work on these topics has already been done previously, and at
this Workshop significant progress has been made on the detection of W bosons
decaying into jets. If this progress continues, then the major remaining problem



will be the identification of flavors for Jets, especially heavy quark Jets.

Jets: QCD jets are expected to be the dominant source of transverse en-
ergy and certainly of localized Ej: Measurement of them with a calorimeter is a
straightforward extrapolation of existing experiments. Indeed, a central problem
for SSC physics is to reject the QCD jets, since the rate for jets with pr > ITeV
is about 1 Hz.3

Measuring the cross section for jett provides a limit on new interactions among
quarks and gluons, such as would be expected in composite models.34 The accu-
racy is probably limited not by the detector resolution but by the uncertainty in
reconstructing the momentum of a jet by clustering the observed hadrons. Possi-
bly it is better to select only a special class of jets, such as very narrow ones, but
then it is necessary to know the acceptance as a function of py. These are issues
which deserve more study both for present and for future experiments.

At the high luminosity needed to reach the interesting mass scales at the SSC,
pileup of multiple interactions to fake rare signatures is a potential problem. Care-
ful studies have shown that for the present design parameters low-py interactions
do not produce clustered transverse energy resembling jets.3* The pileup of several
jet events is not a very serious problem since the cross section falls like a power
of pr, SO the convolution is dominated by the single scattering term. But since
the jet cross section is large, the pileup of jet events with other rare events to fake
even rarer signatures must also be considered, and this has not yet been done.

Charged Leptons: Measurements of isolated <* and jr* are also extrapolations
of existing experiments, although the problems change at high energy.3* The use
of transition radiation for the separation of electrons and pions starts to fail in the
TeV range, and muons start to lose energy in matter by new mechanisms. Simply
measuring the momentum of the muon may be difficult: with & rather conservative
criterion the discovery limit is €.5 TeV for a heavy W —* /a/. Identifying and
measuring e± and /** inside of jets is more difficult but is clearly important to
understand the production of heavy quarks and their contributions to missing
energy and other signatures. A lepton near a jet, but still with rather high pj>
relative to it, is the best known signature for a * quark. At an even more ambitious
level, a veto on e± and ft* in jets would significantly reduce the background for
missing energy from neutrinos.

The decay W* -» r±p has recently been observed at the SppS.37 At high
energy the separation of a r* from a QCD jet clearly becomes much easier because
the average jet multiplicity increases, but it is unclear that existing Monte Carlo
programs can accurately estimate the remaining background.

Musing Energy: There will be missing energy and momentum in events con-
taining particles decaying into neutrinos or Into new noninteracting particles. In
a colliding beam detector it is nearly impossible to measure the ml—ing energy,
since there are often beam jet particles with large fractions of the total energy and



small transverse momenta, but it is possible to measure the missing transverse mo-
mentum px' A detailed study of such signatures and backgrounds has been done
for supersymmetric models.38 In such models each ordinary particle has a partner
with the same quantum numbers but differing by ± | unit of spin. These partners
can only be produced in pairs, and the lightest, here assumed to be the photino
7, is stable and generally noninteracting. Thus a typical process of interest is the
production of pairs of gluinos g,

9 + 9 -* 9 + 9
| 1 (22)

The missing px is given by the vector sum of the 7 momenta and is typically of
order the gluino mass m§. The dominant background comes from neutrinos from
heavy quark decays, especially from processes like38

9 + 9 -» 9 + 9
I (23)

6 + 5 - • v + X

For the total missing pr the background dominates. But since the g is produced
with px ~ mg, the signal has large components of Pr,mi»# out of the event plane,
so the signal can be extracted from the background. If supersymmetric particles
exist, then it should be possible to observe them at the SSC.

Isolated Photons: Single isolated photons provide a good test of perturbative
QCD, since the order-a, corrections to the processes

and 9 + q-*i + q (24)

are known39 and since measurement of a. 7 is much less ambiguous than mea-
surement of a jet. Like all such tests, this one also provides a probe tor new
interactions. The reaction

q + q'-*W± + 1 (25)

tests40 the non-Abelian coupling of the W±, particularly its magnetic moment K.
The channels 77 and 7Z0 are likely decay modes for any new scalar or pseudoscalar
particles with branching ratios of order 1%.

The dominant background to an isolated 7 comes from a jet fragmenting into
one or more »° and no charged particles. To suppress this background exisiting
experiments either have used very fine segmentation to identify sr° -*• 77 or have
relied on an analysis of the starting point of the electromagnetic shower to separate
one from two photons on a statistical basis. At higher p? the required segmentation
becomes increasingly prohibitive, especially if a large solid angle is desired to
observe 77. Since the charged multiplicity of a jet grows rapidly with pr, the
probability for a jet to give no charged particles decreases, so it may be sufficient



to observe an electromagnetic shower with no high-py charged tracks near it. But
it appears difficult41 to make a precise measurement of K.

WW Pairs: In the standard model with mjj > 2myy the dominant decay of
the Higgs boson is into W+W~ and Z°Z° pairs, with42

- xw + |*fr), (26a)

) (266)

These widths are proportional to m3
H because the longitudinal components of the

W* and Z° arise from the Higgs mechanism and have couplings proportional to
mass. As a result, a heavy Higgs is very wide,

(27)

and the branching ratio for H -* ti is small for any t quark mass. Any mechanism
of electroweak symmetry breaking must provide the longitudinal W± and Z°, so
measurement of these channels is a high priority at the SSC.

The Z°Z° channel with both Z° decaying into e+e~ or fi+fi~ k straightforward
to measure and has very little background, but the Higgs branching ratio into this
mode is only 0.12%, giving for a 1 TeV Higgs only about 10 events per year. At
this Workshop, Chanowitz43 suggested using the mode

H -> Z° -f Z°
4 1 (28)

e+e~, ft+ti~ v9

with a branching ratio of 0.72%, an improvement by a factor of 6. Of course some
informatior. is lost by measuring only the Jacobean peak in PT,Z, but a heavy Higgs
is so wide that the mass peak is not a strong constraint. The dominant background
other than the Z°Z° continuum is probably the production of a Z° plus a jet which
fragments into a hard neutrino; a calculation with ISAJET indicates that this is
small.

Cahn44 has pointed out that the WW fusion mechanism,41* which dominates
for high Higgs masses, produces extra jets with p? ~ mjv and hence gives a larger
average p? t n a n the background processes. This effect has not been Lnplemented
in any of the Monte Carlo programs, but it should be possible to extend the
backwards evolution formalism to include it.



The W+W~ mode with both W± decaying leptonically gives two missing neu-
trinos and so cannot be reconstructed. A single missing neutrino can be recon-
structed with a zero-constraint fit, and the branching ratio for

I i (29)

is 16.8%. Unfortunately there is a large background from the QCD production of
a W± plus jets, including

(30o)
q + q _* W± + q1 + g, etc. (30&)

For PT,W > mW these processes are approximately given by the branching ap-
proximation. The first analysis46 was done using ISAJET 4.10, which contained
the branching approximation only for final state jets, for pr,w = 500 GeV. It was
found that a mass resolution of about 5% cculd be achieved with a very good
calorimeter for W± -* qtf, but this was not sufficient to eliminate the background.
However, it was possible to reduce the approximate background to of order the
signal by making a complicated set of cuts based on the shape of the jet structure.

The full perturbative QCD calculation for the production of W± plus two jets
har i f w been carried out by Ellis, Kleiss and Stirling47 and by Gunion, K-nzst and
Solduie.48 From these calculations it is found that the backgrounds for the modes
in Eq. (26) are large for all WW masses even after the jet-jet mass is required to be
within 5% of m^. (The 5% resolution waa estimated without initial-state QCD
radiation, but its effect seems to be small.) Hov/ever, much of the background
comes from events in which one jet is soft, whereas W± —• q~q* tends to give more
equal jets. At this Workshop49 a set of cuts at the parton level was found which use
this fact to reduce the background to of order the signal with reasonable efficiency.
For an integrated luminosity of 1040cm"~2 the number of events surviving all cuts
is as follows:

mH (GeV) Higgs Signal Background
300 1400 1800
800 340 560

While still preliminary, these results are very encouraging, especially since the
side bands in the jet-jet mass can be used to measure the background. Since the
branching approximation agrees quite well with the exact three-jet cross section
and contains all of the graphs for W± plus two jets, there is reason to hope that
it will approximately reproduce the exact cross sections for W* plus two jets. If
so, then the existing Monte Carlo programs can be used to study the effects of
higher order QCD corrections and of hadronization on these results. This needs
to be done, but the situation appears promising.

Jet Identification: Many sorts of new particles will either decay equally into
all quark flavors or decay preferentially into the heaviest flavor. The background



of QCD jets is dominantly gluons and light quarks; the spin and color factors give
for S > m% and t = u = -\a

Thus identifying the flavors of jets and especially of heavy quark jets is potentially
a powerful tool.

Two possible methods of identifying t quarks have been investigated. The
first is to use the semileptonic decays, demanding an isolated energetic e± or jt*
close to a jet. For m* = 40 GeV the following rejections and efficiencies can be
obtained:50

PT,t (GeV) Rejection Efficiency
100 180 .19
300 44 .12
500 31 .10

This method works fairly well for moderate pp but fails for px~> tnt because the
lepton is too close to the jet.

The second possibility is to detect the presence of a short-lived b particle
from the t decay. Even if this can be done technically it does not provide much
identification, because unfortunately the multiplicity of b particles in gluon jets
is of order one and the z distributions are not very distinctive.51 This is not to
say that vertex detectors are useless, but a successful algorithm for using them to
identify t jets has not yet been found.

Conclusions

Several Monte Carlo programs now exist which incorporate perturbative QCD
in the leading log approximation and hadronization of the QCD partons and the
spectators, generating complete events. These programs are far from perfect: they
do not contain all that is known about perturbative QCD, and they must rely on
models for the nonperturbative physics of hadronization. Nevertheless, they do
have some theoretical basis, and they probably provide a sensible extrapolation of
the standard model to SSC energies.

On the basis of Monte Carlo studies it appears possible to observe most of the
basic signatures of the standard model, providing a foundation for searching for
new physics. In particular, significant progress has been made at this Workshop
on the identification of H -+ W*W~. Since there are also good reasons to believe
that new parities exist in the mass range below about 1 TeV and that they will
be produced in a hadron-hadron collider with the parameters of the SSC, the
prospects for interesting results seem good.
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